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In this charming picture book, curious little kids will learn all about tigers, including their social
behavior, communication, diet, and playtime. These engaging Explore My World picture books
on subjects kids care about combine simple stories with unforgettable photography. They invite
little kids to take their first big steps toward understanding the world around them and are just
the thing for parents and kids to curl up with and read aloud.

From School Library JournalPreS-Gr 2—Cat is back, and this time a lost tooth and the promise
of a visit from the Tooth Fairy inspire his shenanigans. His misguided attempt to trick the
legendary sprite into revealing herself to him backfires when Cat is recruited by the Tooth Fairy
to conduct three difficult exchanges. He receives honorary wings, a tutu, and some "help" from a
fellow trickster (Mouse). The reluctant pair first visit a gopher hole, then a squirrel's nest, and
finally a bear cave, where only teamwork will get the job done. Once these missions are
accomplished, Cat's desire to meet the Tooth Fairy is magically fulfilled—much to his surprise.
As in the first two books, the author assumes the role of narrator and commentator, addressing
Cat and Mouse directly, and they respond using only placards, body language, and priceless
facial expressions. The colored-pencil and ink illustrations practically tell the story on their own,
thanks to the extensive use of white space and an absence of irrelevant detail that puts the focus
squarely on the characters and their wily behavior. VERDICT Fans of Here Comes Santa Cat
and Here Comes Easter Cat (both 2014, Dial) and newcomers alike will ask for this book again
and again.—Lynn Van Auken, Oak Bluffs School, Oak Bluffs, MA --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.Review“Priceless . . . Fans of Here Comes Santa Cat and Here Comes the
Easter Cat and newcomers alike will ask for this book again and again.” —School Library
Journal “Underwood plays the two [characters] off each other to great effect . . . and Rueda's ink-
and-colored-pencil illustrations heighten the humor with spot-on expressions and sight gags.
Generous white space, expert timing, and minimalist illustrations focus attention on the plentiful,
playful banter. Clever fun continues in this delightful series.” —Kirkus Reviews“Cat, who wanted
to steal the Easter Bunny's spotlight and bypass the naughty list by impersonating Santa, is
back and craftier than ever. . . . The lost-tooth canon, smaller than the Christmas canon and
maybe even the Easter-bunny canon, has plenty of space for this welcome addition.” —The
Horn Book “Cat is a delight, thoroughly and appropriately childlike in action and emotion . . . and
a hoot in an aqua tutu and fairy wings, as is the droopy-eared, potbellied Mouse in similar attire.
Fans of the previous books will want to join Cat on this latest jaunt, [as will] those looking for a
tooth fairy-themed title.” —BCCB About the AuthorDeborah Underwood is the author of
numerous fiction books for children, including A Balloon for Isabel,Pirate Mom, Part-Time
Princess, and the New York Times bestsellers The Quiet Book, The Loud Book, and, of



course, Here Comes the Easter Cat. She has written more than 25 nonfiction books for kids, and
her work has appeared in National Geographic Kids, Ladybug, Spider, and Highlights for
Children. She lives in northern California with her cat, Bella.Claudia Rueda is the author of
several picture books including Is It Big or Is It Little, Huff and Puff and My Little Polar Bear, and
the illustrator of Here Comes the Easter Cat. She is a full-time illustrator and lives in Colombia. --
This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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She prowls the steamy jungleon padded paws. This tiger ishungry. Stay hidden, buffalo.Watch
out, wild pigs.She prowls the steamy jungleon padded paws. This tiger ishungry. Stay hidden,
buffalo.Watch out, wild pigs.

The tiger listens. She watches.Suddenly, she stops. Whatdoes she see? Slowly, silently,she
inches ahead, then burstsforward to pounce!The tiger listens. She watches.Suddenly, she stops.
Whatdoes she see? Slowly, silently,she inches ahead, then burstsforward to pounce!

She dodges trees and races througha stream, but the speedy pig escapes.The tiger makes her
wayback to a secret spotwhere tiny babies wait.She dodges trees and races througha stream,
but the speedy pig escapes.The tiger makes her wayback to a secret spotwhere tiny babies wait.

A mother tiger takesgood care of her cubs.If she wants to moveone, she gently carriesit by the
back of its neck.Tiger cubs areborn with theireyes closed. Afterabout a week, theirlittle eyes
open.A mother tiger takesgood care of her cubs.If she wants to moveone, she gently carriesit by
the back of its neck.Tiger cubs areborn with theireyes closed. Afterabout a week, theirlittle eyes
open.
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Karen A., “Beautiful pictures. Vibrant clear pictures and great information given. My grand
daughter is crazy about it.”

Emily D., “Perfect kid book. Adorable, simple, and educational for a toddler interested in tigers.
This is limited information presented in an engaging way.”

Raquel Smith, “Great for kid who are just learning how to read. Great magazine especially with
my son being home for COVID safety anything to keep his mind in the books or in this case
magazine and not the video games”

Thom, “Nice book. Just what I was looking for.  This was a children's gift.”

Lynn Kuti, “Beautiful pictures.. My 7 year old granddaughter loves tigers and she loves the
pictures in this book.”

KRM, “5 STARS !!!. 5 STARS !!!”

Carol F., “This was a good informative book.. My granddaughter really likes tigers. She loved this
book.”

The book by Jill Esbaum has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 120 people have provided feedback.
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